Division of Student Affairs
Monday October 27, 2014
AGENDA

1. Teambuilder
2. Updates from Execs. and UEI meetings
3. Building Organizational Alignment
4. Maximizing Collaboration
5. Monthly Report Out Review/Q&A
6. Team Time & Team Updates
7. Feedback
Teambuilding Activity

In small groups, pick one to answer:
- What are your superpowers?
- What are you willing to try now?
Engagement with Leadership


Net-a-Porter CEO Mark Sebba gets the best send off ever
Discussion

Reactions to this video
● How did it make you feel?
● How does this relate to our culture work?
Execs. Meeting Update

- Student Initiative Themes - event, space, complementing academic missions, and underrepresented students.
- Need more than Execs to widen the circle
- Need to be strategic about timing of communication
- Open Info Session for SA Jan 2015 proposed - streamed
UEI Meeting Update

Taskforce to look at Undergraduate Initiative to look at undergrad experience
Building Organizational Alignment

- Undergraduate Education Initiative
- UCB Strategic Academic Plan
- Berkeley Operating Principles
- Staff Ombuds Report
- Metrics Project
- SIS
- Towers Watson Engagement Survey
Maximizing Collaboration

How are we bringing people in?

• SPI Coffee Hour
• Enrolling Activists
• Faculty and Students
Formal Monthly Report Out

**Why? Scope & Results 1, 2, 3 Linkage**
- Reference benchmarking, literature, and/or best practices
- Teams cross-pollinating research methods & strategies?

**What? Progress on results**
- Current work & next steps
- What are the desired outcomes

**How? Connection to engagement prin. & results 1, 2, 3**
- Define your plan
- Outstanding questions, resource needs, concerns
Formal Monthly Report Out

- 11/14
- 10 minute presentations
- 10 minute Q&A
- Leaders and Facilitators for those weeks will report out (members can also be added, but no more than 2 additional members please.)
Additional Resources

- GFGB with Claire Holmes - Future of Cal
- Conference Call with D. Axlerod on Conference Model
- A Great Place to Work meeting tbd
- SA Climate Survey Results
- Towers Watson UCB Engagement Survey Results
“Every company has a culture by design or by default”  Dr. Larry Sen
It's Team Time
Feedback

“FEEDBACK IS THE BREAKFAST OF CHAMPIONS.”

KEN BLANCHARD

@ Lifehack Quotes